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Wrestlemania XXIII
Date: April 1, 2007
Location: Ford Field, Detroit, Michigan
Attendance: 80,103
Commentators: Jim Ross, Jerry Lawler, Michael Cole, Tazz, John Bradshaw
Layfield, Joey Styles

In a word, the show feels bigger this year. The Trump match is of course
the real featured attraction but the two World Title matches aren’t bad
either. We have John Cena defending the Raw World Title against Shawn
Michaels and Royal Rumble winner Undertaker challenging Batista for the
Smackdown World Title in a pretty important match. Let’s get to it.

Pre-Show: Carlito/Ric Flair vs. Gregory Helms/Chavo Guerrero

Lumberjack match. Flair and Carlito had been a bit of an oddball
mentor/mentee pairing. Helms (formerly Hurricane) and Chavo
(Cruiserweight Champion, or Cruiserweight of the World according to ring
announcer Lilian Garcia) are just a makeshift team. The lumberjacks
really aren’t important enough to list off. The curtain is still down
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over the entrance, making for a very odd visual.

Flair and Helms get things going with Ric busting out some early chops.
It’s off to Carlito as JBL (now a commentator due to a back injury)
explains Flair taking Carlito under his wing to light a fire in him.
Chavo is thrown to the floor but quickly gets tossed by in by Snitsky.
Now it’s Helms knocking Carlito out to the floor for an easy return by
the lumberjacks. Carlito gets double suplexed as JBL makes a thinly
veiled fat joke about Aretha Franklin.

Helms slowly pounds Carlito down until a botched hurricanrana allows for
the tag to Flair. The lumberjacks keep slapping the mat and it sounds
like bubble wrap popping. Chops and backdrops abound but Helms saves
Chavo from the Figure Four. Everything breaks down and Chavo misses the
frog splash, allowing the tag to Carlito for a quick Backstabber to pin
Chavo at 6:37.

Rating: C. Nice little tag match here and a refreshing change after the
back to back battle royals. Flair is a treat for the fans and he doesn’t
take anything away from the rest of the show. If nothing else it gives
you a sense of how huge the crowd is as you can feel the energy of that
many people in one place. Good choice for a dark match here and it worked
just fine.

The opening video again focuses on the history of the show and
Wrestlemania III in particular. There’s a good line about the show coming
back to Detroit twenty years later with everyone all grown up, which was
the tag line and theme of the show. It’s a simple idea but the campaign
grew on me more and more every time I saw it.

We go back to Wrestlemania III for Vince’s introduction of Aretha
Franklin, which is used to introduce her again for America the Beautiful,
this time backed by a gospel choir.

The other opening video follows up on the theme of All Grown Up by
showing kids dressed as various wrestlers and then showing them growing
up. We also see some clips of people from early in their careers and then
newer pictures of them through the years in a really cool concept. The
voiceovers talk about people working their lives to get here to prove



that they’re the best in a more standard Wrestlemania theme. Outstanding
stuff here and they knocked it out of the park.

For the first time in a few years that sea of humanity is back. Sweet
goodness that’s a lot of people.

Jeff Hardy vs. King Booker vs. Finlay vs. CM Punk vs. Mr. Kennedy vs.
Matt Hardy vs. Randy Orton vs. Edge

Money in the Bank and the match has expanded to what would become the
standard field. Booker won King of the Ring last year and started
speaking with a British accent, I’m pretty sure you know who Punk is and
Kennedy is a loudmouth who introduces himself twice (which was considered
a great gimmick for some reason) and would become Mr. Anderson in TNA.

Orton and Kennedy go for the ladder to start as everyone else brawls
outside. Finlay dives onto a big pile of people and Matt has to intercept
Edge from climbing. That leaves Finlay and Orton to fight on top of the
ladder but Kennedy makes the save. Booker goes for another ladder but
finds out that it’s three feet tall. His reaction of disgust is good for
a chuckle. Edge busts Punk open with a ladder and then bridges it between
the apron and the barricade. There is no way that’s going to end well.

Booker beats up a bunch of people with spinebusters and a superkick until
the Hardys crush him with a pair of ladders. Finlay saves Edge for
reasons that aren’t clear and Matt gets shoved onto an overturned ladder.
Kennedy puts Matt on a ladder and loads up the Kenton Bomb (swanton) but
only hits ladder, landing square on the back of his head. That was sick.
Jeff hits the swanton and it’s the brothers fighting on top of the ladder
until Finlay shoves them down.

Edge comes back in and spears almost everyone until Punk leapfrogs him.
Punk puts the ladder around his head and spins around, only to have Edge
take him down with a spear, knocking the ladder into Orton and Finlay in
the process. It’s time for the big ladder (you knew that was coming) but
Orton shoves Edge off and out to the floor. Matt lays Edge on the ladder
bridged at ringside and Jeff goes climbing. A huge legdrop BREAKS THE
LADDER and crushes Edge in the process, leaving both guys dead at
ringside.



Edge is taken out on a stretcher as Orton hits a string of RKOs. It’s
Punk’s turn to make the save (though Orton wasn’t even under the
briefcase) and climb, only to take a super RKO off the ladder for the
next big spot. Booker has to block another RKO off the ladder and settles
for a Book End (nowhere near as high) to plant Orton. Sharmell pulls Matt
down so Booker can climb but the threat of a Twist of Fate brings Booker
back down. Nice heroics there Matt.

A bloody Finlay shoves Matt off the ladder and a Celtic Cross (White
Noise) drops Matt onto it for good measure. Cue Hornswoggle (Finlay’s
leprechaun, later revealed as his son) to climb instead of the injured
Finlay but Anderson makes the save with a Regal Roll off the ladder for
one of the more bizarre spots of the match. Finlay dispatches Kennedy and
goes up but Punk dropkicks (and bends) the ladder. Kennedy is right back
up with a save though, allowing him to climb up (after moving the ladder
around so he can look at the hard camera) for the win at 24:10.

Rating: B-. It was fun but they’re firmly into the standard Money in the
Bank formula of having most of the people lay around and disappear after
a long stretch of the match is over. If you noticed, there was a LONG
stretch near the end where people were just gone for like five minutes
each after a single spot. That would become the standard, no matter how
repetitive it would get. Again: less people is more in this and WWE never
quite remembered that. Kennedy would lose his briefcase to Edge due to a
bad triceps injury with Edge winning the title soon after.

Clip of the debut of the Condemned, Steve Austin’s movie. Various
wrestlers and audience members (part of 4,500 people at the premiere) all
LOVED IT of course.

Kennedy congratulates himself on the win and warns any World Champion
that he’s coming for them. Thank God he’s Mr. Money in the Bank. Bank.

Batista is All Grown Up. These videos will be on all night long with
different people starting as kids and then becoming what they are today
and narrating about what it means to them.

Great Khali vs. Kane



Khali is a 7’7 monster who was brought in as the modern day Giant
Gonzalez and was about as talented. Kane is one of the only people who
can come close to matching his size but Khali shoves him down with ease
to start. A throat snap across the top rope staggers Khali but the even
bigger giant slams the smaller giant with ease. JR gets in the bowling
shoe reference and it’s very accurate at this point. Kane’s comeback is
shrugged away with a flick of the arm and the top rope clothesline
doesn’t even put Khali down.

Instead another right hand ties Khali up in the ropes…..and it’s time for
a big metal meathook. It’s a prop from Kane’s horror movie See No Evil
but Khali knocks it out of his hand and rips open a turnbuckle with one
hand. The referee has to go tend to that so Kane hits Khali with the
hook, setting up a slam designed to recreate Hogan slamming Andre. It
doesn’t quite work the same way (understatement of the year) but it was
an impressive visual. Not that it matters though as the Tree Slam (a
double chokeslam later called the Punjabi Plunge) is good enough to give
Khali the pin at 5:32.

Rating: D. That slam was impressive but this was a squash otherwise.
Khali as a monster was a good fit, but Undertaker had already destroyed
him in the big gimmick match last year. Therefore he would wind up as the
Smackdown World Champion over the summer due to yet another injury in the
main event scene. Good idea here but it didn’t work due to Khali’s
limitations.

Khali chokes him with the chain post match.

The Divas are All Grown Up.

Cryme Tyme (a street thug tag team who stole a lot of stuff and would
probably get the company a bad reprimand today) talks to Eugene and tell
him they’re going to hook him up. They head down the hall to find Extreme
Expose (Kelly Kelly, Brooke Adams and Layla, three very good looking
women who danced all the time) in matching outfits. The crowd greatly
approves but Eugene is more intrigued by Moolah and Mae Young in similar
outfits.

Reverend Slick comes in to join the party (now with a disco ball) but



Dusty Rhodes takes over instead. This brings in Sgt. Slaughter, Jimmy
Hart, IRS, Gerald Brisco and finally Ricky Steamboat in karate gear. Ron
Simmons comes in for his one word catchphrase (a bad word beginning with
D) to cap the whole thing off, as was his custom. Funny stuff here as
usual and always entertaining.

US Title: MVP vs. Chris Benoit

Benoit is defending. MVP (Montel Vontaveous Porter) is a very arrogant
athlete modeled on Deion Sanders from the 1990s. He gets a big entrance
with his own cheerleaders, which really does fit his over the top, self
obsessed character. They hit the mat to start with MVP cranking on the
leg for a very early advantage. Benoit can’t get in a German and the
threat of a Crossface sends Benoit out to the floor.

MVP counters the Sharpshooter but has to crawl backwards to escape
another threat of a Crossface. Benoit’s shoulder is draped across the top
rope to change momentum. Cole: “Smart move by MVP to go after the arm.”
More like common sense Cole. Some German suplexes look to set up the Swan
Dive but MVP takes him down with a superplex, only to have Benoit tie up
the legs for two on the landing.

The bad arm goes into the post again and we hit the armbar. Benoit’s
quick Crossface attempt is blocked by some shots to the arm as JBL goes
on about how awesome MVP is, basically guaranteeing his loss. Some
Germans give Benoit a reprieve and the Swan Dive gives him the pin to
retain at 9:21.

Rating: C-. Not the worst here but they arm stuff was just stopped and
Benoit hit another of his multiple finishers to win. MVP had a ton of
charisma and a great energy to him but I never got the appeal of him
after the bell rang. There’s a decent story here of MVP having the
submissions countered but Benoit having the experience to beat him
another way but it really didn’t work in the end. MVP would win the title
the next month so I guess this was part one?

Undertaker is All Grown Up.

Donald Trump is in his dressing room, annoyed that he and Miss USA have



no food or beverages. Boogeyman comes in and Trump doesn’t even get off
his phone. He asks for some food and just completely no sells everything
from Boogeyman. That was hilarious for some reason, even though it makes
Boogeyman look even worse than he is but that’s WAY past saving already.

Hall of Fame recap from last night. The speeches about Mr. Perfect were
rough to sit through. Actor William Shatner inducted Jerry Lawler, even
though Lawler specifically asked for longtime Memphis announcer Lance
Russell to do it. WWE said no because Shatner had more star power. True,
but how many people watched the ceremony because William Shatner was
making a speech?

Attendance record announcement.

Time for the Hall of Fame presentation (why do the attendance in the
middle?): Jim Ross, Mr. Perfect (represented by his father, which is
always sad), Jerry Lawler (he had to go in with JR), Nick Bockwinkel
(classy as always), Mr. Fuji (who looks about 90), the Wild Samoans, the
Original Sheik (represented by his wife) and Dusty Rhodes. No one really
got a bigger reaction than anyone else but the acoustics are weird in a
place this big.

82% of fans think Undertaker is winning tonight. Dang maybe they’re
smarter than they think.

We recap Undertaker vs. Batista. Undertaker won the Royal Rumble and then
picked Batista. They had a nothing tag match at No Way Out 2007 and
Batista laid him out in retaliation for some attacks by Undertaker. This
match really didn’t need a story but they tried to wedge one in there
anyway. Thankfully they kept it simple and went with “come watch two big
guys beat each other up with power moves.”

Smackdown World Title: Undertaker vs. Batista

Batista is defending and Smackdown GM Teddy Long is announcing for some
reason. Both guys are faces coming in so this could be interesting. Of
course we have the druids and torches which never get old. Batista spears
him down at the bell and the fans instantly boo. Right hands put Batista
into the corner but Undertaker stops to glare at the referee, allowing



Batista to come back with a big clothesline.

They slug it out on the floor with Undertaker’s knees going hard into the
steps. Back in and Batista’s top rope shoulder block gets two and it’s
time for a slugout. A big boot to Batista’s face just makes him
clothesline Undertaker harder, this time for two. Undertaker slugs back
from his knees and it’s Snake Eyes into another big boot, followed by a
legdrop for two (brother).

Old School sets up a countered chokeslam so Undertaker runs him over.
They’re just beating each other up here and it’s awesome to watch. The
apron legdrop has Batista in even more trouble and there’s the Taker Dive
for good measure. Batista comes right back by throwing Undertaker through
the timekeeper’s area. Not into, but through. A bunch of big right hands
have Undertaker in even more trouble but Batista wants tables.

Instead of setting up his own he takes over the Spanish announcers’ table
(good Animal), loads Undertaker up for a powerslam, and runs down the two
tables to drive Undertaker through the English table. When all else fails
(and this is FAR from failing), slam through through furniture. Back in
and the Batista Bomb is broken up so Batista belly to belly suplexes him
down for two.

Now, say it with me: Batista pounds away in the corner and gets caught in
the Last Ride. Man he deserves that crash landing for being so stupid.
Batista comes back with a spinebuster but walks into a chokeslam for two.
The Tombstone is countered and another spear sets up the Batista Bomb for
a VERY close two and a roar from the crowd. Back up and Batista tries a
Tombstone (moron!) but Undertaker slips out and hits the real thing to
win the title at 15:48.

Rating: A-. 15-0, two World Titles and a win over all four members of
Evolution at Wrestlemania. That’s one heck of a career and he’s done it
all at Wrestlemania. This was the first match in the feud of the year as
the two of them would fight up through December with Batista finally
getting the title back.

One of the important things about this match is they didn’t try to be
anything else than what it was. The fans wanted to see two big, strong



guys beating the tar out of each other for fifteen minutes and that’s
exactly what they got. They were going at it as soon as the bell rang and
it never stopped. That’s how you make a match work and a World Title
match makes it even better.

More importantly than the title though, this is arguably the match where
Undertaker started the second phase of his career where he went from
featured attraction to having one of the best resurgences anyone has ever
seen. A lot of that is due to this match’s spot on the card. The rumor
goes that Undertaker and Batista were ticked off over being put on fourth
and in the first major match slot so they decided to go out there and
steal the show. The thing is, almost everyone says they wanted to do that
but the impressive thing is to actually pull it off. Great stuff here and
it’s going to take something special to beat this.

Bobby Lashley is All Grown Up.

Vince is admiring himself in the mirror when Stephanie wheels her
daughter in. As you might expect, Vince steals the stroller and of course
there’s a camera inside so we can look at Vince doing baby talk about
fracturing Donald Trump’s skull.

ECW Originals vs. New Breed

Originals: Rob Van Dam, Tommy Dreamer, Sandman, Sabu

New Breed: Elijah Burke, Marcus Cor Von, Matt Striker, Kevin Thorn

The names of the groups alone should explain the idea here. ECW was back
but there was a faction that wanted to be the new ECW stars, setting up
the first major story. Dreamer is an ECW icon who was considered the
heart and soul of the original promotion, Sandman likes to drink a lot
and Sabu is crazy. Burke is a loudmouth who leads the group (later known
as the Pope D’Angelo Dinero in TNA), Cor Von is a big athletic freak
better known as Monty Brown and Thorn is a vampire with a manager named
Ariel. One fall to a finish here instead of the tables match they had a
few months later.

Sabu and Striker get things going with the former teacher being draped



over the top rope so Sandman can drop a leg across his back. Burke comes
in to face Dreamer but Sandman stays in to help with a double elbow. It’s
off to Cor Von for the power as he throws Dreamer around with a butterfly
suplex, followed by the Elijah Express (running double knees to the back
in the corner) for two.

Thorn plants him with a powerbomb and it’s back to Cor Von for a
chinlock. Dreamer fights up and tries a reverse DDT but grabs a
neckbreaker to Burke at the same time. The hot tag brings in Van Dam to
clean house, including a big monkey flip to Striker. Dreamer adds the DDT
and the Five Star puts Striker away at 6:24.

Rating: D. I know I listed a bunch of moves there but there wasn’t
anything else to talk about. There was nothing that made me think these
teams hated each other or were even mad at each other, leaving this as
just a basic eight man tag. I’m not the biggest ECW fan, but it’s pretty
remarkable that they made it all the way to Wrestlemania, even if it’s
years after the company folded.

Steve Austin is All Grown Up. A kid who looks like Austin slams milk
together to drink it like Austin does beer. Were he and Kurt Angle
switched at birth?

Wrestlemania XXIV is in Orlando, somehow the first time the show took
place in Florida.

Video on celebrities saying they want to see Trump get his head shaved.
Only Rock wants Vince to get shaved.

We recap the Battle of the Billionaires. To sum up the whole thing,
Lashley and Umaga are behind the billionaires and Austin as guest referee
in the graphic. The story here isn’t really necessary to set up but
basically Trump showed up on Fan Appreciation Night and said Vince wasn’t
very well liked. Trump came back the next month and set up the match with
both guys picking a representatives. Austin is there as referee for more
star power.

Bobby Lashley vs. Umaga



Losing billionaire gets their head shaved. Lashley (representing Trump)
is ECW Champion and Umaga (Representing McMahon. Umaga is a Samoan
monster and managed by Armando Alejandro Estrada) is Intercontinental
Champion but this is non-title. To show you how big this is, the barber’s
chair, barber’s pole and shaving equipment are put on a cart and taken
down to the ring with its own music. Trump comes out with former Miss USA
Tara Conner and real money rains down from the ceiling. All the entrances
take over ten minutes.

They slug it out to start as this is power vs. power. Lashley takes over
to start and drops Estrada with a right hand, followed by low bridging a
charging Umaga to the floor. Back in and Lashley misses a charge of his
own, setting up a splash from Umaga for two. Trump is WAY into this on
the floor, which is all you would expect from him here.

Austin has to pull Umaga off Lashley in the corner and it’s time for the
big sta2013 Redown. Umaga starts in on the chest to take away Lashley’s
air. A Samoan drop plants Lashley again and Trump is looking very sweaty.
Vince gets on the apron and is quickly knocked off, leaving Lashley to
slam Umaga off the top. Neither guy can follow up though and Austin gets
to a ten count but then says get up and fight because there’s no
countout.

Cue Shane McMahon to check on his dad (it wasn’t that hard of a fall off
the apron) as Austin pulls Umaga out of the corner. For some reason he
goes by the eye, resulting in a Samoan Spike to the neck. Yeah Umaga’s
finisher was a thumb to the neck. It never made sense to me either. Shane
comes in to try and beat on Lashley but gets suplexed, only to have Umaga
knock Lashley down in the corner.

That means it’s time for the Coast to Coast from Shane, driving a garbage
can into Lashley’s face. We’re not done though as Shane pulls off his
shirt to reveal referee attire (JR: “It’s insider trading!” Huh?). Umaga
connects with a top rope splash but Austin pulls Shane out at two. That
earns Austin another Samoan Spike so TRUMP CLOTHESLINES VINCE for the big
moment of the night. Umaga pushes his luck by trying a third Samoan Spike
on Austin but gets a Stunner instead, setting up the spear from Lashley
to get rid of Vince’s hair at 13:04.



Rating: C-. Oh come on. Do you really think the wrestling here matted in
the slightest? There was no way Vince was winning here and Trump was
always going to come out on top, which is pure Vince as he’ll take
however many the team needs at the drop of a hat. The match itself was an
acceptable power match and Trump did a good job with that clothesline.
Well as good as it was going to be from Donald Trump. It’s an acceptable
match and drew more money than anything ever had to that point so
everybody wins.

Post match Austin Stuns Shane as Vince runs. Lashley chases him down
(“TIME TO GET BALD!”) and feeds him to Austin for a Stunner, followed by
the big shaving. Lashley and Trump do the honors while Austin holds Vince
in place be he had to be involved somehow. This would lead to a long feud
between Vince and Lashley with Vince becoming ECW Champion to kill the
belt once and for all.

A song called Bald Headed Blues plays and my goodness Vince looks funny
bald. Vince slumps away with shaving cream on his head (Lawler: “You ever
notice how big Vince McMahon’s ears are?”) while the good guys all drink.
Trump takes a Stunner for the real photo op of the show. The worst part:
he took it better than most people and his hair is still perfect.

John Cena is All Grown Up.

Clips of the dark match to give them time to clean the ring.

Women’s Title: Ashley Massaro vs. Melina

Melina (MNM’s manager and a very talented wrestler) is defending and this
is a lumberjill match. Ashley is the Playboy cover girl this year so that
means she should get a title shot. The champ is wearing a HUGE fur coat
and JBL thinks she looks ridiculous. It’s a catfight to start with Ashley
hammering away and choking in the corner (totally not an excuse for
upskirt shots). A giant swing makes Ashley dizzy but she knocks Melina
down again, only to miss a middle rope elbow. Back up and Melina reverses
an O’Connor roll into a rollup for the pin at 3:14.

Rating: F. Nothing but a cool down match and that’s not something that is
going to be very good most of the time. Ashley was another name on a long



list of women there for her looks and barely able to walk around a ring
without screwing something up. Bad match but that was rarely in double.
Pay no attention to the talent on the floor as a meaningless lumberjack
while the model gets the match.

The good lumberjills clean house post match.

Shawn Michaels is All Grown Up.

Cena is favored to retain the title 59% to 41%.

We recap Cena vs. Michaels. Shawn came in second in the 2007 Royal Rumble
and then won a triple threat to earn the title match. Cena and Michaels
then became partners, but Cena was reminded that Michaels would turn on
every partner he had no matter what. They wound up winning the Raw Tag
Team Titles and hold them coming into this match with Shawn still
promising to turn on Cena soon.

Raw World Title: John Cena vs. Shawn Michaels

Cena is defending. Shawn comes to the ring to DX music (he and HHH, who
is injured again, reunited last year) instead of his classic theme.
Shawn: “OH I LOVE MY JOB!” It’s Cena’s turn and we see a Ford Mustang
speeding through the (empty) streets of Detroit and coming towards the
arena. It comes inside and then drives into the arena through a wall of
glass with John Cena driving as you might have guessed. Neither guy
bothers bringing their Tag Team Title with them.

Shawn ducks a right hand to start and slaps Cena into the corner. Things
stay fast as Shawn dodges a string of punches and knocks the champ down
again. Shawn works on the arm for a bit until Cena just takes his head
off with a clothesline to get his first offense going. The fans are WAY
behind Shawn here as he hiptosses Cena to the floor. An enziguri puts
Cena on the announcers’ table and Shawn tries an Asai moonsault, only to
have the table not give way, leaving Shawn’s knees to crash against the
wood.

Back in and Shawn punches Cena in the knee for a target and wraps it
around the post. Cena has to hop around the ring on one leg so Shawn



bends the bad one around the ropes and chop blocks the champ down. It
works so well that Shawn wraps it around the ropes again but Cena punches
his way out of trouble. When all else fails, hit the other guy in the
face. Shawn misses a charge and goes head first into the post to draw
some blood. Oh yeah now we should get going.

Cena hammers away at the cut like the vicious man he can become, setting
up the Shuffle. The FU (the knee is fine already) is escaped and Sweet
Chin Music hits the referee by mistake. Another FU attempt is countered
into a DDT and both guys are down. It’s Shawn up first and he starts
feeling evil, meaning it’s time for a piledriver onto the steps (THUD).
The back of Cena’s head is busted open and a second referee runs in to
count two.

Shawn’s forearm and nipup set up the top rope elbow but the superkick is
broken up by another huge clothesline. A slugout goes to Cena so he loads
up the FU but has to kick out of a sunset flip counter. Shawn’s leapfrog
is countered into the FU and both guys are down. A delayed cover gets two
(I’m fine with the extra kicking out of finishers if it’s not immediate
and therefore doesn’t weaken the move) so the frustrated Cena loads up a
middle rope FU.

Shawn would rather not be ended so he elbows out and tries a high cross
body, only to have Cena catch him in the FU. Michaels flips out again and
tries Sweet Chin Music but gets countered into an STF attempt. That
doesn’t go on either as Shawn grabs a small package for two with Cena
having to power out.

An enziguri misses and the STFU goes on but Shawn eventually makes the
ropes. Back up and Sweet Chin Music connects out of nowhere but he can’t
cover. Both guys are up at nine as they have to lean on each other to
stand. More Sweet Chin Music misses and Cena grabs the leg to pull Shawn
into the STFU for the submission at 28:22.

Rating: A. I don’t know if Shawn or Cena is more deserving of the praise
but you can see how much Cena has grown in the last year. There was no
way Cena could have had this match just a year ago and they were really
testing each other out there. Cena still doesn’t have the selling thing



down (the leg) but he knew how to make the drama work at a level he
couldn’t even think of the previous year. Shawn deserves a lot of credit
too as he can make a match work with anyone. Great stuff here and worthy
of the main event, though they might have topped it with their 55 minute
classic in London three weeks later.

Cena cries after the match and the highlights end the show.

Overall Rating: B+. The two World Title matches more than delivered and
the money match brought in a fortune so it’s hard to call this anything
less than good. There’s a great atmosphere as well and the show felt like
one of the biggest of all time. It’s a major improvement over last year
and a forgotten semi-classic. The focus being on the billionaires make
people forget about the rest of the card but there’s a lot of other good
stuff on here. It’s not a perfect show by any means but this was much
more fun than I remembered. Check it out if you have the time.

Ratings Comparison

CM Punk vs. Mr. Kennedy vs. Finlay vs. Randy Orton vs. King Booker vs.
Jeff Hardy vs. Booker T vs. Edge

Original: B+

2013 Redo: B

2015 Redo: B-

Great Khali vs. Kane

Original: D

2013 Redo: D-

2015 Redo: D

Chris Benoit vs. MVP

Original: B

2013 Redo: C



2015 Redo: C-

Undertaker vs. Batista

Original: B+

2013 Redo: A

2015 Redo: A-

ECW Originals vs. New Breed

Original: D+

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: D

Bobby Lashley vs. Umaga

Original: C-

2013 Redo: D

2015 Redo: C-

Melina vs. Ashley

Original: F

2013 Redo: M (for Mickie James)

2015 Redo: F

John Cena vs. Shawn Michaels

Original: A

2013 Redo: A-

2015 Redo: A

Overall Rating



Original: B

2013 Redo: B+

2015 Redo: B+

This one is famous for one match and I’m leaving it at that.

Here’s the original review if you’re interested:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2011/03/30/history-of-wrestlemania-with-kb-
wrestlemania-23-over-80000-people/

And the 2013 Redo:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2013/04/01/wrestlemania-count-up-wrestleman
ia-xxiii-shawn-is-better-than-hhh/

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up the
paperback edition of KB’s Complete 2000 Monday Nitro and
Thunder Reviews Part 1 (also available as an e-book) from
Amazon. Check out the information here:

http://kbwrestlingreviews.com/2019/02/22/new-book-kbs-monday-n
itro-thunder-reviews-volume-vii-january-june-2000/

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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